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Abstract— This work-in-progress paper presents an approach to
authentic learning of mobile security through real-world-scenario
case studies. Five sets of case studies are being developed to cover
the state-of-the-art of mobile security knowledge and practices.
Some of the developed case studies are being implemented in
related courses and the preliminary feedback is positive.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Owing to their ultra-portability, enriched functionality, and
ease of use, smart mobile devices, such as Android and iOS
based smartphones and tablets, play more and more important
roles in many aspects of our society. Users increasingly use
their mobile devices to access to the wealth of information
available on the Internet, to store sensitive data, to
communicate and entertain, and to process many of their daily
tasks. These, however, also attract attackers to extend their
targets to mobile platforms, resulting in a rapidly increasing
number of mobile threats and a growing sophistication of
mobile attacks [1-4]. In this work, we use the notion of mobile
security to cover the topics of security and privacy issues,
attacks, and defenses involved in the use of smart mobile
devices. The mobile security is at the intersection of wireless
communication, mobile computing, and computer security; and
has its unique characteristics, such as introducing new and
unique mobile security threats. Few existing security courses
cover the full spectrum of mobile security topics; in addition,
dedicated courses and effective materials on mobile security
are sparse. This calls for efforts to promote mobile security
education and to foster qualified mobile security professionals.
This work-in-progress paper presents an approach to
authentic learning of mobile security through real-worldscenario case studies. Authentic learning situates students in
learning contexts where they encounter activities that involve
problems and investigations reflective of those they are likely
to face in their real world professional contexts [5, 6]. A recent
report pointed out that rather than only teaching students
abstract concepts and assigning students abstract exercises,
engaging students in real-world settings will benefit student
effective learning in security education [7]. In this work, we
approach to authentic learning of mobile security via the design
of learning materials into real-world scenario cases, and take
advantage of mobile device as the authentic learning platform,

which will also help create a portable and affordable securitylearning tool.
Courses focused on mobile security remain sparse in most
computing curricula. Tague offered a mobile security course at
the Carnegie Mellon University [8, 9]; however, it was a
project-based course that provided students with topics for
discuss and explore. In contrast, our work emphasizes on
learning mobile security through real-world case analysis and
hands-on experience, and we develop the materials for the
learning. The application of Android in the education of
various computer science subjects is obtaining increasing
interests. For example, Andrus and Nieh [10] developed a
series of five Android kernel programming projects and an
Android virtual laboratory to teach an introductory operating
system course; Kurkovsky [11] used mobile game development
as a motivational tool to engage students early in the
curriculum; and Loveland [12] described the use of Google
Android mobile platform and Google’s Web Toolkit to provide
students with experience in designing and implementing user
interfaces for mobile and web applications. The above works
showed that the use of Android engaged students' interests in
learning and improved effectiveness. Our work focuses on
using Android to promote the study of mobile security and we
directly use mobile devices and applications for security
analysis and practice.
II.

CASE STUDY DESIGN

To implement the authentic learning for mobile security,
this work employs the following strategies in the development
of the case studies, including: 1) connecting the abstract
security concepts to real-world mobile security cases so that
students can better understand the concepts and can work more
actively and effectively with facts and realistic problems; 2)
designing each case from both of the attack and defense
perspectives so that students can gain more insights and can
design better defense solutions via the experience with actual
attacks; 3) infusing hands-on practices in the course of case
studies and designing most of the practices in such a way that
they can be performed on mobile devices directly; 4)
encouraging students to identify for themselves the mobile
security issues; and 5) providing students with opportunity of
reflection in action so that they can learn how and when to use
particular strategies for problem solving. Following the above

strategies, we are developing five sets of case studies,
including:
•

Mobile Malware. Case studies that 1) discuss the
mobile malware attacking strategies and demonstrate
instances of real-world Android malware; and 2)
discuss the defense methods and instruct on practicing
defense solutions.

•

Secure Mobile Coding. Case studies that 1) use code
examples to demonstrate the security weakness or
unsecure coding patterns in the development of
different Android app components, including Activity,
Intent, Service, Content Provider, and Broadcast
Receiver; and 2) discuss the best practices for
improving the security of the Android app coding, such
as using explicit Intent Filter to avoid Intent spoofing.

•

Cryptography on Mobile Devices. Case studies that 1)
discuss how to utilize the built-in cryptography
mechanisms (e.g., SSL or VPN settings) to improve the
security of data in device (database storage, shared
memory, shared preferences, internal and external
storage), on Cloud, or in the course of network
communications; and 2) discuss how to program with
Android/Java cryptography libraries to enhance the
security of mobile apps.

•

•

Access Control. Case studies that 1) discuss the
Android permission model, including its basic
concepts, use cases, weaknesses, and enhancements;
and 2) discuss other access control and authentication
mechanisms for mobile devices and application,
including single sign-on and two-factor authentication.
Mobile Privacy. Case studies that demonstrate the
leakage of privacy-related data from mobile devices
and communications (e.g., location information, user
behavior and usage patterns), and discuss the
configurations and best practices for mobile privacy
enhancement.

As an example, the set of mobile malware case studies
consists of an introductory case study and a set of individual
malware case studies. The introductory case study summarizes
the state-of-the-art mobile malware research (e.g., [13, 14]) and
the malware reports from leading mobile security companies.
Each individual malware case study introduces a family of realworld mobile malware, covering the topics of the attackers'
incentives (e.g., Premium Calls/SMS or Information Stealing),
attacking strategies (e.g., repackaging or update attacks), and
existing defense solutions. It is observed that the number of
new instances and variants of existing mobile malware families
increases rapidly, but the number of new malware families
grows rather slowly [14]. We will prepare for each case study
at least one real instance of mobile malware in the family so
that students can experience the actual attacks in a sandbox
environment (i.e., an Android emulator on a virtual machine
with experimental settings and data) and analyze the malicious
behaviors and features. Each individual malware case study
will also instruct student on practicing defense methods.
Current mobile malware defense methods include app analysis
(static/dynamic/permission analysis), configuration of system

security settings, watchdogs, and user education. As the mobile
malware evolves, the introductory case study will be updated
and new cases will be developed and added into our individual
malware case study set.

Fig. 1. Work Flow of a Premium SMS Android Trojan App in Our Mobile
1 the Trojan app is downloaded and installed on the
Malware Case Studies. (○
2 when the Trojan app is activated by the victim, it sends a
victime’s device; ○
3 the hacker sends
notification with the victim’s information to the hacker; ○
4 send SMS to premium numbers or send
the commands to the Trojan app to ○
5 the trojan app clears messaging history.)
Ad SMS to others; and ○
Fig. 1 illustrates the work flow of an instance of Android
Trojan in one of our individual malware case studies. The
Trojan app pretends itself as an Asian Gourmet Android app,
performs command and control communication with the
hacker, and stealthily sends short messages (SMS) to premium
numbers or advertisements to others. In the defense practices,
students will be instructed on developing an Android SMS
Monitoring App, which monitors the messaging actions in the
background and sends notifications to users when suspicious
messaging are detected. Note that in the latest version of
Android 4.2 (Jelly Bean), Google provides similar kinds of
control of premium SMS to enhance the Android security.
III.

CONCLUSION

This work-in-progress paper presents an approach to
authentic learning of mobile security through real-worldscenario case studies. We describe our strategies in developing
the five sets of mobile security case studies and present more
detail design of the set of mobile malware case studies.
Some of the developed case studies are being implemented
in CS mobile security class and IT wireless security class. The
preliminary feedback from students is positive. Students have
gained hands-on real world experiences on mobile security
with Android mobile devices, which also greatly promoted
students’ self-efficacy and confidence in their mobile security
learning.
In the future work, we will continue to improve the design
of the case studies, complete the case study development, and
conduct extensive evaluations.
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